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1. 
I. INTRODUCTIOM 
A. Notation 
In thiB thesis Euclidean spaces of one, two, and three dimensions 
are considered. These are design@.ted by Eg# respectively. 
There ie introduced in an orthogonal set of unit vectors £j, U2, 
and Hj which is to serve as a basis. The location of a point is usually 
specified by means of the position vector which is designated by As 
there is little occasion to change the basis, the triple is 
often written in place of the notation 
+ IJ3V3 
in designating vectors, Thue, a point written as when­
ever it is convenient to do so, 
B. Definition of Mass and Jfess Distributions in 
A point-ffiass, located at the point is defined as a real, positive 
number tod a point-mass distribution is defined as a real, non-
negative, single valued function K{R) which is zero at all hut e 
denuaemble set of isolated points, flir-Uiermore, the sum (finite or 
infinite) of the functional values of M(§) in a bounded region is assumed 
2. 
to be finlt®, A point-Mss is often referred to as a particle, or mass-
particle. 
A piece-wise continuous distribution of inass is defined in terms of a 
ao»-n@gative, bounded, real, single valued density function, D(R), which 
satisfies the following continuity conditions any bounded region can be 
divided into a finit© smmber of sub-regions inside each of which D(R) is 
continuous. 
Let ¥ be a bounded region containing a point-mase distribution with 
particles at the points i = 1,2,3,•**, along with a piece-wise 
Gontimous mass distribution with density function D(R), The total mass 
in the region ¥ is then defined to be M, where 
M = 2r M{Ri) + f 0(R}div. 
i = 1 
C. Definition of a Force Field 
A force field is defined to be a vector field,?(5),such that the force 
acting on a point-Eass M(|,x) is given by 
MCRIWSI), 
and such that the force acting on a mass that is piece-wise continuously 
distritated throughout a btmnded region V is given by 
/ 0(l)F(i)dv. 
3 
II. FIELDS OF FOliCi ADMITTIMG OP & CENTER ^ 
OF GMVITX AS DEFIIED BY ACEIL kW FENIO 
A. Center of Gravity as Defined by Aczel and Fenyb 
Messrs, Aczel and F©i:Qr6 describe a force field as one which admits 
of a center of gravity if, corresponding to any' system of point-masses 
placed in the field, a point called the center of gravity exists which 
satisfies the following conditions, 
i) The forces acting on the system have as a resultant the force 
which would act on a particle placed at the center of gravity, if this 
particle had a aass equal to the total jaass of the system. 
ii) The i»ss systeffi, if thought of as rigid, has no tendency to 
rotate about its center of gmvity, 
iii) The center of gravity of two point-masses lies on tha straight 
line joining them. 
In this paper the above definition is extended to require the 
existence of a point satisfying conditions i) and ii) for arbitrary mass 
distriteition® rather than for point-mase distributions only. 
A Mss system, which is contained entirely in a bounded region V, 
is now considered. If the mass systeia consists of particles 
i = 1,2,3,'*', and of a piece-wise continuous Biass distribution with 
^Acssel, John and Fenyo, Stephen, On fields of force in which centers 
of gwvity can be defined, Hungarica Acta Matheiaatica, 1,3« 53-60. 1948, 
(Original article not available, reprint used,) 
density ftinction D(g) then conditions i), and ii) require the two equations* 
2.1 4 /, D(R)dvj F(Rq) X f J"^ D(R)F(£)dv, 
and 
2-2 t j^D(S)drj f Sc 
Here the syabolxdesignates the vector or cross product, and designates 
the center of gravity. 
The symbol F(^) is often written in an alternative form given by the 
e<juatioa 
i(M) «(f^(R),F2(R),P3(5)), 
It is desired to find the most general function 1(5) which satisfies the 
above two functional equations aloi^g with the following conditions. The 
first of these is that each of the functions Pi(R), i « 1|2,3, is real, 
single valued, and continuous except possibly on a finite sum of point sets 
of the following typesj 1) an isolated point, 2) a straight line, or 3) 
a plane* It is further assumed that, if is a peint at which F(^) is 
not coatimous, then F{^) increases without bound as R approaches throu^ 
points at which |^(j|)is continuous. If these conditions are met, no 
numerical value is assigned to F at Si, but F is said to be infinite at R^^. 
The word '•infinite* Is used in this sense only. 
5. 
Finally, It is assm»d that each of the functions FlCUjI), 
i,j • 1,2,3# ha® a unisjie inverse, or is a constant. It ia to be observed 
that, along ansy line, is either infinite at every point or is ccmtinuoua 
witti th© exception of a finite mmber of isolated points where it is infinite. 
The class of function® that is here considered is the same as that 
considered by Messrs, Aczel and F«nyo, though they did not state all of the 
above restrictions explicitly. The problem in is solved a method 
siffiilar to that used by Aoz^l and PenyS to solve the problem in Eg. 
Seoessary restriction® on the fore® field will be found by considering 
®ass-.particles only, and then these conditions will be shown to be also 
sufficient for arbitrary i»ss distrilRitions. 
B. Line Distribution of Point-masses in 
Derivation of fUiKlaiBental functioml equations 
It is supposed that D(g) 2 0, and that the resulting point-mass system 
consists of n particles^ located on the X-axis at the points 
1 • 1,2,3*n. S^y condition iii), the center of gravity is a point on the 
X-axis, which is designated by 2iXq. Equatiom 2.1 and 2.2 now reduce to 
2.3 :iz M(uiXi)F(iix^5), 
i s l  i - 1  
and 
%or that part of the proof that establishes necessary conditions on 
it is sufficient to let n be two. 
6. 
z.L. 2: M(SA)£(2A)x!!A = ^ M(!iiXi)F(UiX,)*SiX, 
i « 1 i « 1 
n 
= zi ^(iiXi)i(aiXj)x]i^x^. 
i s 1 
If 
F(2^X) « (Fx%X)» ^2^11^5» ®'3^SlX)) = (Gl(X), Q2{X), 03(1)), 
then ©quations 2.3 and 2.4. become 
n n 
2.3» z: ^Cll%)Sj(Xc) ® 2: M(2i%)Q^(X3^), j « 1,2,3, 
1 * 1  "  1  «  1  
and 
n n 
-.4' ^Z:^M(2iX^)Gj(Xi)X^ = ^ZI^M(l3^Xi)G^(Xg)X, 
n 
71 M(UiXi)a.(xJXj,, j = 2,3. 
i = 1 
2. Two <:x)aponents of force assumed to be non~zero eonetants 
It is supposed timt F2(23^X) and P^ClJj^X) are constants, but are not 
both zero, in this event, equations 2,3* with j « 2, and 3 are obviously 
satisfied, and from either of th® equations 2.4-' it is clear that 
2.5 X « M 1 ^ V,, 
® n 
SI ^ 
7, 
Substituting this expression into 2.3% with j = 1, gives 
~ 1^111,^1.,nil;.. 
I ^  \ 
r 
\ JZ MdiA) / 
n 
__ K(]7 X ) 
i = l  l ~ z l  
Replacing ^ "^SA) ^  Up j * n, in equation 2.6 
i "* 1 
shows that 
?.7 ^ 
i = 1 i • 1 
n 
where of course 21 % • Putting ® 0 for i / k, results in the 
i = 1 
n equations 
n 
2a Qi(Mk%) » %%(%) + k « 1,2,..., n, 
where the symbol * Indicates that the term of the siinuaation that would 
involve Is left out, Substitutii^ from 2.8 into 2.7 gives 
n n n n 
2,9 GiCZI Mi%) = 21 QlCVk)-Zr H «iGl(0). 
i » l  k s l  1  i  =  1  
8. 
If on© suMjracte 
n 
Ql(0) = 2 MjGiCO) 
J "• 1 
from both sides of 2.9, this ©quation hemn&s 
n n 
2.10 Gi{ 2 Mill) - Gi(0) - 5: (Gi{%Xij) - 0l(0)). 
i » 1 k s 1 
If 
2.11 ® 
and if 
2.13 Gi(l) - Gi(0) « Si(X), 
equation 2.10 takes on the for® 
2.13 Si( X 2i) - Z 
i « 1 i = 1 
By setting == 0, K * 1,2,•••, n, one sees that SxC®) * 
only to set % » 0, K - 3,-4,•••* n, to se© that 
2.U Si(Zi ¥ Z2> - Si(Zi) + Si(Z2). 
H®no® Sx(X) must satisfy Cauchy's functional ©<|uation, and thus if Sj^(X) 
is aoatimious on some interval it is giren by the ecpatlon 
9 
2.15 S^(X) » 4X, 
Mher® 1 is an arbitrary constant,^ equation 2.12 it is seen that 
2.16 a^(X) s AX + G^(0) * AX 4 B, 
or 
2.17 Fi(2iX) s AX + B. 
Thus, under the assumption that ^3^21^) constants, not both 
zero, equations 2.3 and 2.4 can Imve a solution, which is continuous in 
some interval, only if it is of the form 
2.18 f(SiX) = (AX + B, C, D), 
where A, B, G, and D are constants. It is now shown by direct substitution 
that equation 2.IS actually satisfies equations 2.3 and 2.4,. 
Equation 2.3 re(|uire© 
n n 
2.19 ^ M{2iXi)(AXi + B, C, D) 5 ^ M(UiXI)(AXo + B, C, D), 
i s 1 i « 1 
which reduces to 
Z M(lJ^Xi)Xi s ^  M(2iXi)X^. 
i « 1 i = 1 
^4 proof of this well known result can be found in a book by Eraile 
Picard. Lecon© sur qaelques equations fonctionnelles. Paris, Gauthier -
¥illars. 1928. p. 3. 
10. 
This requires that 
Y r i ® 1 Aq 
which agrees with ©quation 2.5, th® defining equation for Xq. SOW 
aquation 2.4- requires 
n 
2.20 21 M(LLXI)C^I + B, C, D)X(XC,0,0) 
i = 1 
n 
S 27 M(I,X.)(AX^ 4- B, C, D)X (X.,0,0), 
i a 1 
which b®com®s 
z: M(siXi) xi 
. 
1 « 1 
It has been shown under the assximption that F2(]|3^X) and F^CJJ^^X) are 
conatant®, not both zero, that 
KjllX) = (M + B, C, D) Pi, Cj. 
is the ©nly function satisfying the stated continuity conditions and 
satis^ing equations 2.3 and 2.4, siaultaneously. Purthemore, in this 
special case th® center of gravity is given by 
xx« 
n 
. 0, 0 ] 
If A » 0, all the vectors are parallel. This case is designated 
hy However, if A 0, th© lines through (X,0,0) with the same 
direction as P(2iX) all pass through the point ("S, *•£, "JB). if such a 
"  A A A  
point exists in a force field, then a fore® field is said to posseiss a 
source or center at this point, and the field is called a central field, 
7h9 raagnltude of F at (X,0,0) is proportional to the distance from 
(X,0,0) to th® source or center. This case is designated by 
3. IHS £| gorp© as„sfflMd Jo ^  Menticai:^ ^ :o 
It i® mm assumed that « F^Cgj^X) 2 o. Under these conditions, 
elation® 2,A* are obviously satisfied with no further restriction on 
However, e<|uations 2.3' re<jiir0 tibat 
n 
where is the Inverse of Quite clearly, if is continuous for 
all X, then X^ is uniquely defined if and only if Gi(X) is strictly monotone. 
This case is designated by However, X^ is also uniquely defined if 
6j^(X) is infinite at th® one point Xj^, provided strictly monotone 
z: 
12. 
in each of the two intervals and X^<X<«o, and provided in 
addition that f wh@n®V0r ^ Xg. There is danger that the 
argument of g| in the above equation will lie outside of the range of 
Oj^(X). This difficulty will be dealt with later. This case is 
designated by 
Jklli oqpponente £f t^ force are assuiasd Jo ^  constant 
IfF^ (gj^X) and FjCg^X) ar© not both identically constant, equations 
2.3« giv©^ 
2.21 j , J ^ i. 
 ^ z: mA) '  ^z: k = 1 k = 1 
If 
2.22 s G^CGj (X)), i j. 
then ©cjuations 2.21 can be written in the form 
tX J5 
z: 
k-= i - - - K i !< 3. 
K(2ix^)a,(x^) 
2.23 i-iJ = 
«(2A) 
n 
k s 1 k a 1 
%i!Bilar functional equations were treated by John Aczel. 
On mean values. Bull. Am. tfeth, Soc. 54.j392-4.10. 194B, 
13. 
If one replaces QjCXj^.) by and Xj^ GjCZj^j), and then uses equation 
2,22, this last equation becomes 
, „ M(2A) 
2.2i = Rlj k_5_2 ^ l i-Kl/j, 
5: "(Si^) [ J: M(i!A) 
k = l 'k = l 
If one sets 
= %> i « 1,2,'*», n, 
k = 1 
ecpiation 2.24 can be rewritten in th© form 
n n 
2,24» j) « Ry( 'Z. MkZk,j)» i ^ 
k = 1 k = 1 
fhese equations are of the same type as 2»'7. Thus, 
2.25 Ri3(2„^j) = Bij, 1 J. 
But, if the definitions of %j and Zjj^j are applied, then equations 2.25 
become 
Gi(G*j(Gj(X)) - AyG^(X) 4- Bij, i ^  U 
or 
X4-» 
2.26 Gi(X) s AijGjCX) ^ Bip i j, 
where Aj[j, and are constant®. 
Sext substituting from equations 2,4' into 2.3' gives 
2,27 
n 
\ = k * X i = 2,3. 
, 2: M(UiXi,)Gi(Xi,) j X M(aiXk) 
k « 1 k « 1 
or 
n 
M(aA) Oi(X^)X„ 
2.28 >1 ; 1 : Qj 
n 
Z! M(SA)Gi(Xk] 
3. I, i = 2,3. 
\ ^  M(2A) 
k - 1 k = 1 
¥t 
After writing \ \ ~ % ^\,i^ mXtiplying the result by 
Z M(2A)Zk 1 
k » 1 ^ 
Ic X 
one sees that 
'^,1^ ,2: / 2 M(2iX^)Z^^a 
= k.®»i Gi I 1 
.2: «'SA) ± K(!iA) 2: M(2A) 
k * l  k  =  l  
15 
n 
Setting Z (2) = and M(Uj^Xj^)/ = M. diangee equations 
1 s 1 " 
2.29 to the forns 
n n 
2.30 X » %( 21 W j), i s 2,3. 
iC = l * k = l ' 
Th®s® are also ©cftations of the eam© fora as 2.7 and thus they have the 
solutions 
H^(t) « A^t t Bj, i « 2,3. 
After using the definitions of one sees that 
2.31 
For i » 3, and J - 2, equation 2.26 is 
2.32 Qj{X) ~ •^32'^2^^^ ®32 
whioh when combined with 2.31 gives 
2.33 • 1 = ^32 + B32. 
C3X -1. D3 CgX f 
Ecpation 2.26 iiaplies that if one of the functions G2(X) or Gj(X) is not 
identically constant, then the other is not constant. Thus neither G2 
nor C3 is zero, and hence equation 2.33 implies 
16. 
2.34 ®32 ~ 
Combining the results of equations 2,26, 2,31» a»d 2,34 with the definition 
of gives 
^ • 
2.36 F2(EiX) . . 
and 
2.37 Fo(E X) « E , , 
3 1 G^XtDg 
It r®fflains to be shown that the function 
F(ll-,X) " (§ » :i3r ,.,•> E . Ill ) p n 
actually satisfies equations 2.3 and 2,4. This is equivalent to showing 
that Q , G , and G , as defined in this case, satisfy equations 2.3', and 
i. 2 3 
2,4'• First, is substituted into 2.3' with i = 1. This gives 
n . ^ n 
17. 
This equation reduces to 
^ r ^ MCW.) hZ, 
^ CaXc t ^2 i « 1 ^ ^  i- ^2 
Thus, if 6j satisfies 2.3S so then do G2, and G^. This last equation is 
satisfied if and only if 
X M(2^X.) 17 (CgX^ t I>2^ - ^ 2 i TT ' (CgX^ i- Dg) 
k g 1 i g 1 ^ = 1 i g 1 , 
2»3S Xfv- — vi c n n 
Gg ST MCSIXJ,) ,Tr' (GaXi + Da) 
k = 1 i = 1 
where th® symbol * indicates that the temi of the product that would involve 
Xjj. is left cut. Next, is substituted into 2.4' with j = 3, This gives 
^ T'Y £X, 
M (0lXi) -iifi =  ^ i 
1=1 ~ ^2^0 ''' i 1 ^2^i •*• ^2 
Clearly, if this equation is satisfied by the value of Xg defined above, 
then 2.4.' is also satisfied by G2* "Shis last equation can be written in a 
different form, 
DnE 
n / Dg^ n / "q \ 
r K(2,x.) U £2—\= X. «(iiA) - sTrVr • 
i = 1 ^02 Vc* 1 ^ ^ y 
18 
fhis is equivalent to 
Z "(aiXi) C / , P = ^ „ ' 
which, it has been shown, is satisfied for X^, as given by equation 2.38. 
This completes the proof of the fact that, if ^3(^1^) 
are not both identically constant, and if F satisfies the required continuity 
conditions along the X-axis, then 
2.39 f(l,X) «(§-±-EL« , 1 , E s p c 
- -1 * CgX + Dg ' c5m2 2» ^2« 
Dp 
If T « 0, then F is a parallel field which is infinite at X « -
The BAgnitude of ^  is given by 
r afej. 2.40 |£(B^X)| VE-l-^^. 
That is, the BBgnitude of the force at {X,0,0) is inversely proportional 
to the distance from (X,0,0) to any plane that contaiKS the point 
(- ^  but not the poin-j; {X,0,0). 
This case is designated by P , 
Ki 
If T ^  0, jP(2j^X) has a source located at (^, ^  
of 1; (£2^) given by 
19 
2.a £(2jX) - |-
5. iMBnaary fif remilt® obtained ^  aesuining a line diatribution qS particles 
It is important to realize that considering the ease in which all 
iBa8s-|»rticles are along th© X-axis has not restricted the results seriously, 
for line in the field could have been taken as the X-axis, It was shown 
that if £ satiifies the stated continuity conditi ns, and if there exists 
a point satisfying conditions i), ii) and iii), then one of the three 
following conditions holdss £ is continuous everywhere, F is discontinuous 
at on® point only, where it is infinite, or it is infinite everywhere. 
In case X(j) is continuous at every point of a given line, it is of type 
or Otherwise |;(R) is of type C2, ^'2$ ^2* cases 
^1» ^2* ®1* ^2 tabulated below, and are illustrated by Figures 
1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 
1> iCliX) « (AX f B, C, D). 
Th® source or center for this case is at th® point e = - (2, £, S), 
A A A  
^2* KlliX) « '(figX'l 02 C2X I 
The source or center in tliis case is at the point 6 » -(§, §)• 
T T T 
Z 
^ (Y = G2, Z - C3) 
- / 
F/ F / 
/ /IiCi 
/o X 
Figure 1. 
Case P^: A Parallel Force Field 
Values of the vector function that define the force field are shown 
for various values of X. The equation for F in this case is 
F(U^X) = (C^, Cg, C3). 
Cot + D2 
Cpt + Dg 
(- B2,0,0) / 
^2^ "^ V CgX + Dj 
Figure 2. 
Case P2: A Parallel Force Field 
Values of the vector function that define the force field are shown for 
various values of X. The equation for F in this case is 
KUiX) 
C2X ^ Dg 
(S, 1, E) 
zu 
Z 
^(y = 8^, Z = B3) 
J, (AX + B,) 
/X 
°2 ^ 1 
' ITf^ A A 
Figure 3 
Case G^s A Central Force Field 
Values of the vector function that define the force field are shown 
for various values of X. The equation for F in this case is 
F(UiX) = (AX Bi, 52, B3) 
/ 
23* 
Figure L, 
Case A Central Force Field 
Values of the vector function that define the force field are shown 
for various values of X. The equation for F in this case is 
F(Ut X) = 1 (TX + S, 1, E). 
- CgX + D2 T , , / 
24. 
I(%X) = (B, C, D). 
l(Sf) « 
C, Arbitrary Distribution of Point-masses in 
1. Olassification of the force fields 
It is clear froa the above results, •teat if there exists a force field 
£(E) that satisfies the stated contimity conditions, and if there exists 
a point satisfying condition i), ii), and iii), then on a^y line, on which 
J| i® not ©Terywhere infinite, the forces are all pai^llel, or their 
directions point toward a coamon point called the source or center. 
2* Clg,M§ f^nsis^|!|g o| pa,ra^e| fame onl£ 
First, the case is considered in i«toich the forces are all parallel 
on every line on which £ is not infinite at each point. Thus, on such 
lines, the force' is zero or infinite at not more than one point, for the 
fore® field on each met be of type P^, Pg, or L2. If two lines 
intersect at a point where the force is neither zero nor infinite, then 
th© forces on these two lines are all parallel as required by the force 
at th® coiBmon point of th® two lines. Thus the force field consists only 
of parallel forces, since the direction of F at points where P is zero or 
25. 
infinit® is defined in such a way as to be consistent with this, 
3* .I2ES2 lasMs ROfsesf^ng a S2HS2 S£ 
fh© case in which there exist lines on which the forces are finite 
but not all parallel is considered next. In Figure 5, e is such a line, 
and 6 is the assumed center for the forces on e. On e, the force field 
P Biust b® of type or Cg* and can thus b© infinite at not more than one 
point. Also, §2* ^3 three points on e at which F is finite but 
different from zero, and g is any point, different from ©, that is not on e 
itself. Further, it is assiMsd that the force at § is finite but different 
from zero, iow e' is the line that passes through the points § and e" 
is the line that passes through the points g and 
that losses through the points g and R^, The forces at ^2* .S3 
naist have directions y^ich point towajrd 6 as Indicated by the arrows at these 
points. It is easy to see that the forces can not be parallel on as rmmy as 
two of the lines e*, e*, ai»i e"', for their directions would not agree as 
they mast at' the point First, it is supposed that the forces on e' are 
all parallel, but ttet the forces on e", and e'»* possess centers. The 
direction of j; at P®<|uires the center for e" to lie along the line 
t ,>iiigh © and ^ 2? direction of P at §3 indicates that the center for 
e«»» Kust lie along the line through © and ^ 31 and the direction of F at 
r®(|uires timt the forces on these two lims have a common center. The 
corfflion center, of course, is ©, Hence, it is clear that the forces along 
©' are not all parallel. This is a contradiction, and thus the forces 
26. 
-1 
Figure 5. 
This is a diagram illustrating the case in which there are lines along 
which the forces are not all parallel-
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aloag 0* do possess a center which, in fact, must be 6, Thus, the forces 
on each of the three lines possess a coismon center. Now R is any point 
at which ? is finite but different from zero, so it has been proved tl:mt, 
if in there are lines along which the forces are not all parallel, 
then at each point ^  in space the direction of F is toward one fixed 
point, th# source or center of the force field. Of course, -ttie direction 
of ^  is defined at a point where ^  is zero or infinite in audi a my as to 
be consistent with this statement, 
4* teoe tyeyiyte® 
It is next supposed timt the field is central but that at no point 
in Eg is the force infinite, then, the force field is of type on 
eveiy line that does not pass through the source ©. Along such lines the 
fore® is proportional to the distance from the center 6. The proportionality 
Gonatant® for two intersecting lines are the same, and thus there is just 
on® constant for all points in Ej. Hence, in a coordimte system with 
# as the origin, 
2.42 Id) a m, CI, 
where A is an arbitrary constant. This case is designated by CI, 
5. SSlSSSl £2ESS SaMS y^i^h be£^£ Bl smsi. BOE2 2Si3M 
lext it is assumed that the forces are central but that the field is 
infinite at on® point Then there must be a second point at which 
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I(S) is infinite, for otherwise the field would b© finite on any line 
not passing through The field would then be of type CI at all points 
other than Such a case is contradictory, for the absolute value of F 
ffittst be arbitrarily larg© in every neighborhood of Hence, on the 
line through and infinite at every point. By an argument 
similar to that above it is clear ttet there must be a third point at which 
th© force becomes infinit©. Since F(R) is infinite at every point of 
©very line that passes through also intersects the line through 
§2^, and ^ 2» th@n £ is infinite at every point in the plane P defined by 
Jl» &2* it is to be noted that, if £ is assumed to be 
infinite at some point g^that is not in P, then ^  is infinite at every 
point of ©very line which passes through ^  but whidi is not parallel to 
P. Thus, under this assumption, F is nowhere defined. This proves 
that D is infinite only on the plane P, Let ^  be any point on a line 
which passes throu^ « but t»^ich is not parallel to P. Therefore, the 
fojrc® at H is directly proportional to th© distance from 1 to B, and 
Inversely proportional to the distance from § to P. The proportionality 
constants for two intersecting lines are the same, and hence there is just 
one proportionality constant for the whole space. If the X-axis is taken 
as that line wh5ch is perpendicular to P and passes through 6, and if 
the origin is taken in the plan® P, then 
2.43 £(M) * B I' |), Oil. 
vdiere B is ttie distance from 0 to P, and where B is an arbitrary constant. 
This case is desigmted by Cll. 
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6, Parallel force fields which art? evenrvtore finite 
It is now assmed that F(^) is a parallel field, but that £ is not 
infinite at any point in 1^. In thi® event, F(§) is of type on every 
line in The force i® th© same at every point of any given line and 
h@nc© is the same at every point of any two intersecting lines. Thus, it 
is constant thniughout E3, that is 
2.-45 F(B)= (Ci, Cg, C3), PI. 
where C^, C2, and G3 are arbitral^ constants. This case is designated by 
PI. 
7* .gai:ai;e| £MSS ar® infi^.iiite ajb o|je ^r more Roints 
liastly, the case is considered in which the forces are all parallel, 
but becoffi© infinite at one or more point®. If there is just one point 
at which P(^) is infinite, then on any line not passing through 
field is of type P^. This is contradictory for it rac^ires F(^) to be 
of type PI at all points other than Thus F(R) is infinite at a second 
point ^ 2> fact by a siiallar argument it is easily shown to be 
infinite at a third point ®®'®y ^ 
is infinite at ©very point in the plane P determined by the points 
S21 S3* continuous elsewhere. On every line not parallel 
to P, F(S) is of type P2. This means that at any point on a given line the 
force is inversely proportional to the distance from the point to P, 
Secessarily, the proportionality constant is the for al"" '^oints in 
30. 
as required by the fact that it Is the sama for all points of a pair 
of intersecting lin©#. Hence, if the X-axis is taken perpendicular to 
P and the origin is taken in P, then 
2.46 KS) (D3_, Dg, D3), PII. 
wh©r® B2, and arbitrary oonstantif. This case is designated 
by PII. 
^ 9^taj.n®d ^  cgBI,|der^|xg gqint^^ss distribution 21^ 
At this stage. It has bean shown that if a force field F(R) 
satisfies the stated continuity conditions, and if there exists a point 
satisfying conditions i), ii) and iii) for an arbitmry mass distribution, 
then £ »ust be one of the following types. 
2.47 Clt F(i) = Ag, 
2.48 CIIs Id) « B{^, |,|). 
2.49 PIi F(ft) = (Cj^, Cg, G3). 
2.30 PII» I(R) = I 01, D2, D3). 
It renoiins to be shox^n that these force fields actually satisfy the 
r@q[uired conditions. It is, however, clear that they satisfy the required 
continuity conditions. 
31. 
D. Arbitrary Mass Distributions in 
An arbitmry vmm system, of total mass M, is now considered. This 
syst« is assumed to be contained entirely in a bcmnded region ?, and to 
consist of particles of taase i « 1,2,•••, as woll as of piece-wise 
contiffljouely distributed oasB of density function D(R), It is now proved 
direct substitution that nay be of type CI, CII, PI, or PII, 
First, is assumed to be of type CI, that is. 
2.51 f Cs) = Ai. 
This last expression is substituted into equation 2,1 to obtain 
2.52 
or 
2 M(%)& f flXDSdir. 
i = 1 
Thus equation 2.1 is satisfied if and only if 
Mext, £ as given by 2.51, i© substituted into 2.2. This gives 
32. 
2. 55 mScX f ^ D(E)A1 xMv, 
Both sides of this equation are identically zero. Thus it is seen that 
a force field of type CI doe® satisfy the stated conditions, 
Secondly, it is supposed that F(j|) is of type GII, that is, that 
2.56 iiR)» B II, j). 
V  X  X X /  
By substituting this last expression into equation 2.1 it is seen that 
2.57 
2.58 
ai»l 
2.59 
These mqti&tiom are satisfied if 
2.60 2^ s 
? 
MB - Z + fD(R)B M dv, 
Aq i - 1 Jy ^ 
° 1? 1 
I® !£ = Z M(ii)B S ^ I dv. 
Xq i « 1 ^ X 
33. 
. . . .  .  • i t  •  
and 
Z M(Si) % /D(£) I 
2.62 a i.,n 3r , ,If, ,, , ^ , • 
z ^  ,/EM d. 
i = 1 Xj Jv X 
Th© result obtained by combining equations 2.56 and 2.2 is 
2.63 M !c « Z! ^ f D(i) 1 dv. i = 1 \ ^ 
This 0<natlon is satisfied if X^,, and are chosen by equations 2.60 and 
2.61, Thus, it ims been shown that the force field can be of type CII 
if and only if such raass distributions are chosen so as to satisfy the 
condition 
2.U ? s%) t fmiiv f 0. 
1 - 1 *1 I 
Mext, it is supposed ttet 
2,65 Id) = (Ci, C2, C3) 
3A. 
Thi® means tirnt th® force field is of type PI. Obviously equation 2.1 
is satisfied by any though ©qpiation 2.2 requires 
M 
Thi« proves ttet F{R) can be of type PI, 
Lastly, if F(R) i® of type PII, equation 2,1 requires 
2.67 M ^  ^ M(&) 1. 4 /*D(R) 1 dv, 
^c i as 1 % ^ 
or 
2,68 XQ S M 
Z "fSi) . ratDiv 
1 • rtr Jv ^ 
while 2,2 require® 
2.69 M Is s ^  M(li) h ^ f D(g) I dv, 
XQ i « 1 J-V ^ 
and 
2.70 M |s = 2: M(&) h + I dv 
X, liC. i • 1 
Thus, sine® mm% b© chosen by ec^ation 2.68, |;(^) can be of type PII 
provided and are chosen to agree with 2.61 and 2.62, and provided 
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that onlj tho©© Bass distrlbutione ar© accepted which satisfy conditions 
2.6^. 
The following theorem has now been established. 
Theorem 2,1. If F(^) satisfies the stated continuity conditions, a 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a 
point satisfiring conditions i), ii) and iii) for an 
arbltraiy i»0s distritation is that £(|^) be one of the 
following four types. 
G X i  
2.71 
2.72 
f (I)«m* 
s miUi \ f 
lU . 1 « 1 . 
M 
This is a central field idth center at (0,(10). 
CIIj 
2.73 
2.74 
r(S) - B (i^, 1.1) . 
•^c * ^^c» ^c^ * 
2,75 JL 
36. 
"Z M(Si) ^  i- f dv 
2.76 I s ^ ,s,i 5„. /¥ 1 , 
i 1 Xi -'V X 
M(%) |i i- / D{1) I dv 
L M Jw X . 2 s i a I Ai
= :?sr77^  
This is a central field with center at (0,0,0), 
PI# 
2.78 l(j|) « (G^, Cg, C3), 
ZlM(i )I f D(B)^ dv 
il_ 2.79 = i - 1 
—c M 
thi® i8 « parallel field. 
PII» 
2.80 f(S)® I (Di, Dg, D3). 
In this case the center of gravity is tha satae as for 
GII, and the field is a parallel field. 
E, Summary of Results 
Th© properties of th© four types of fields are suaaarized as lollowst 
PI, If £ is of type PI, the forces are everyvher© pai^llel and 
constant. 
PII. If £ is of type PIT the forces are again parallel, Imt they 
beeom® infinite on an entire plan© P. Elsewhere Idie forces are 
proportional to the distance from the plane P, Equal forces exist on 
planes parallel to P. It is to be remembered that in this case,only such 
a«ss distributions as will satisfy the relation 2»64 can be allowed. This 
condition will be satisfied if only su^ mass systems are considered as 
lie in that portion of that lies on on® side of the plane P. 
CI. If, however, £ Is of type GI, then the forces all point toward 
a c r -r ©, and are in magnitude proportional to the distance from 6. 
Force® of eqfual Magnitude lie on circles with center at 6, 
CII. In case f is of type CII, the forces all point toward a couimon 
point © called the center of th© field and are infinite on an entire plane 
which i® called P. At any point not in P the force is proportional to 
th® distance froia the point to th® scjurce and inversely proportional to 
th® distance from the point to the plane P. Again, isass distrihitions 
naist satisfy condition 2,64.. This condition is clearly satisfied if 
only such mass distributions as lie entirely on one side of the plane 
P are considered. In this case the magnitude of F is constant on surfaces 
of revolution defined by the equation 
2.81 (X-D)^ + 4 
Mh®r® K is a oonstaat. 
It is significant to note that, in casas PI and CII, the center of 
gravity of a m&sB system stays fixed in the aystm urider arbitrary rigid 
body translations and potations. However, in cases PII and GII the 
center of gravity stays fixed only for special translations and rotations. 
In the next chapter th^r® will be investigated force fieldsfox which a 
center of gravity can b@ defined which stays fixed in a mass syst^ under 
arbitrary rigid body aotion, but which need not satisfy condition ii). 
39. 
Ill, FORCE FIELDS TMT ADMIT OF A CIMTER OF G JiVIK IN A SECOND SENSE 
A, A Second Definition of Cent«r of Gravity 
In this chapter a fore© field is said to admit of a center of gmvity 
if, corresponding to any oass syst« placed in the force field, there exists 
a point called the center of gravity which satisfies the following two 
conditions, 
1) The forces acting on a system have as a resultant the force which 
would act on a particle placed at the center of giwvilgr, if this particle 
had a nass equal to the total i)»ss of the system. 
2) The center of gravity stays fixed in the system as the system under­
goes arbitrajry rigid boc^  translations and rotations. 
The problem is to find the most general class of functions which is 
continuous in some open region of E^ , and for which there exists a center 
of gj^ vity satisfying conditions 1) and 2) for arbitrary aass distribu­
tions, 
B. Derivation of Fundamental Functional Equation 
A aass distribution consisting of point-fflasses i = 1, 2,..., 
aKKl of continuously distributed iwass of density function D(^  is now 
considered. Condition 1) requires that 
40 
3.1 Z «(Sl)i:(li) + / D(a)f(H)dv «/ Z M(^ i) + f D(R)dv) F(1 ). 
i = 1 - Vi = 1 / 
Of course aaist not only be such as to allc»/ this functional e(5uation 
to have a solution, but mat also satisfy- condition 2). The nature of ||, 
along a straight line, is first investigated, 
C. PointHBass Distributions in 
Mm £l F>l^ t:^ cle8 
In thisi section it is assumed that the mass system consists of mass-
particles only, and tlmt these particles are distributed along the positive 
X-axis. The case in which there are just two particles of equal mss is 
first considered. Let these be and It is next shown 
that ^  is given by 
To prove this, it is supposed that th® center of gravity is at some other 
point. The nass system is then rotated so as to interchange the two 
mass-particles. Since the two msses are assumed equal the resulting 
mass system is in ©very my equivalent to the original with the exception 
of the &ct that the center of gravity has been reflected through the 
It X IT 
point Hi .1....^  ... 2- This completes the argugsient. Under these conditions, 
41. 
equation 3,1  reduces to 
3.3 •). M(a3^ X2)F{l3_X2) = 4 Kli ^dLliS). 
z 
But, sine© M{£2%) « M(£2X2), then 
3.4 EiRi^ ) + iCliV == 2 i(^ iL±i2). 
If 
3.5 KliX) = i(X) « (GiWf GgCX), G3(X)), 
then equation 3.4 becomes 
3.6 gdi) + aCX2) ® ^  (SLlii) . 
Setting, first Xi » 0, and then X2 « 0, results in the two ©(Rations 
3.7 GCX^ ) • - G{0), i a 1,2. 
Substituting from equation 3.7 into 3.6 gives 
3.8 (^|i) - »{0) i ^  (iS) » 
Subtmcting i^ (0) from both sides of equation 3.8 results in the eqimtion 
3.9 » (^) - ^ (0) f ^ih) - ^ (0) » -^(0). 
Dividing by two, setting ^  = %, and replacing £(2i)-g(0) by HCz^ ) gives 
A2,  
3.10 a{%) + 1(22) = 1(21 + Z2)* 
Bj taklnij and Zg ®q«^ l tio zero, it i® clear that 
3.1X H(0) - 0. 
If 
3.12 g(2) « (Hi(2;),H2(Z),H3(2)), 
th®n equation 3,10 is etjuivalsnt to 
3.13 %(%) + %(Z2) - %(% 22), i « 1,2,3. 
This proves that mist satisfy Gauci^ 's ftinctional equation, and 
thus that 
3.U %(2) = Aj2, i - 1,2,3. 
or 
3.15 i(Z) = (Ai,l2,A3)2 » 12. 
That is, 
3.16 +S(0), 
or 
3.17 £(liX) = + B. 
whsr© ^  and J are constant vectors. 
13, 
At this point it has been proved that if there exists a force field 
defined oa the X-axis which is continuous on some open interval, and for 
which there exists a center of gravity which satisfies conditions 1) and 
2) for arbitmry MSS distributions, then, along the X-exis, the field is 
given by 
3.18 P(U^ I) 5 ^  i-S. 
Clearly, a® defined in this way, satisfies the required continuity 
conditions. The force Jg, as defined by 3.18, is now substituted into 
equation 3.1 for a mss system consisting of particles 
i « 1,2,3,**•. Shis requires that 
3.19 Z MCHiXiXiXi -V B) r 2: M(|JiXi)(AXo + S). 
1 » 1 1 = 1 
Subtracting 5! from both sides of this identity irivee 
i • 1 
3.20 1 Z M(MiXi)Xi 5 A 2: . 
i  =  l  i s l - ^ ^ ®  
fhis ®«3uation is satisfied identically if the center of gravity is given by 
3.21 X. = t = X ;— . 
Arbitrary distrlfaition of gass-i 
In this section Bias® distributions consisting of arbitrary 
distributions of aass-particles are considered. However, a system con­
sisting of two equal particles M(aj_) and MCj^ 2) first studied. If 
Sg^ for this two particle sjsteai, is to satisfy condition 2) it must b© 
3.22 R a SULSS, 
® 2 
for, as seen before, th© m&ss system is left unaltered by a rotation that 
interchangee the two'massss, while on the other hand only the point 
(§1 ^  ^ 2^ /^  remin® fixed. Hence equation 3.1 becomes 
3.23 M(S3^ )F(E^ ) t M(M^ )i(M2) = + M(R2))Z(^ ~-^ ). 
Mt 1(^ 2^  ~ e(|uation 3,23 is equivalent to 
3.24 F(Bi) + KSg) = 2F(^ 1^  , 
Setting first % ~ ® then Sg " © results in 
3.25 
and 
3.26 iig ) - 2liM) - 1(0). 
2 
45. 
The last three equations can be combined to give 
3.27 (^li) f ^ (12) . 2F(0) -
or 
3.28 f{M) - i(0) + F(l2) - F(0) = KlLliS) - F(0), 
2 2 2 
Noxt is replaced by and F(Tj^ )-F(0) by H(T^ ), Equation 3.28 then is 
T 
3.W sdj) t adz) = HCii + la) • 
This can be considered as a farther genemlization of Cauchy's functional 
equation. If and ar® set equal to zero then ecpiation 3.29 beccmes 
3.30 (^O)sH(O), 
or 
3.31 H(0) • 0. 
If in equation 3.29, ^ 2 replaced by j[2 3^» then this equation becraaes 
3.32 a(ii) + sda 113) - H(ii • 12123). 
Using the property 3.29, this is now written 
4.6# 
3.33 Klj^ ) f gCTg) 4 1(23) r i(l3_ + T2 • T3). 
If on© setss 
3.34 idk) ~ (Hl(^ lk»^ 2k'^ 3k)» 2^^ 1^k»^ 2k*^ 3k^ » ®3^ '^ lk''^ 2k»^ 3k^  ^ * 
equation 3.33 becomes 
3.35 ®i^ l^l'^ 21*'^ 31^  ^  ^ i^ "^ 12*^ 22'"^ 32^  * ®i^ l^3'^ 23*'^ 33^  
- ®i^ '^ U*"^ 2I"^ '^ 31» 1^2*'^ 22"^ '^ 32» '^ I3*^ 23''"'^ 33^ »  ^~ 3.»2,3. 
i@xt, Tjk is taken equal to zero for each j and k such that j • k 4-, 
In order to show that 
3.36 H^ (0,0,T3^ ) H^ C0,T22,0) + %(Ti3,0,0) = 
Returning to equation 3.35 and setting 
*^ 21 ' ^31 * ^22 " *^ 32 ' ^13 * "^ 23 ' ^33 " 
gives 
3.37 f %(Ti2»0»0) «  ^* 1,2,3, 
Setting Tjli * "^ 31 - ^ 12 ® ^ 32 * ^13 * "^ 23 " ^33 " ° equation 
3.35 gives 
4 7. 
3.3S H^ (0,T23.»0) t H^ (0,T22»0) = ''^ 22'°^ '  ^
Or nmlly, if Tu » T21 - '^ u • ^22 * "^ 13 " ^23 " ^33 " 
3.39 H^ (0,0,T33^ ) + Hi(0,0,132) « %(0,0,^ 31 + T32)f  ^® 1»2,3. 
Saoh of th® above nine functions ®ust satisfy Gauchy's fumtional equation. 
Honce their solutions are 
3.40 HiCTi3,0,0) « AiiTik, i « 1,2,3, 
3*41 HiCOjTgjjjO) ® *^ 12^ 3^   ^^  l-»2,3, 
and 
3.42 Hi(C,0,T3k) « H3'^ 3]!i» 1 = 1»2,3. 
Addii^  equations 3.40, 3.41 and 3.42, in turn, for i = 1,2,3, results 
in 
3.43 Ki(Tik»0»0)+Hi(0,T2ic,0)4-Hi(0,0,T3jj) - %l^ lk"*"%2'''2k'*'%3'^ 3k»  ^* 1»2,3, 
Mhich with the help of equation 3.36 establishes the fact that 
3.44 %^ %k»^ ac'^ 3k^  * 
Or, by using the definitions of ajid one obtains 
id) = i-i, 
where 
48. 
3.45 A= 4 
It is to be r©ffl«b@r0d that 
- p., i - J 
By using the definition of H and T, one obtains 
3.47 |(S) » I.l + 1(0) • I'l + B, 
where 1 is a dyadic and B is a vector. 
It has beoc eliown that, if conditions 1), and 2) along with the stated 
oontiaiity conditions are to be satisfied for an arbitrary distribution of 
Bass"»particles, th@n F must be given by equation 3.47. Clearly, F, as 
defined in this way, satisfies the desired continuity conditions, but it 
reiaains to be shown that conditions 1), and 2) are actually satisfied, 
Substitutii)^  this into equation 3.1 for a mass systaa consisting of 
mass-particles M(R^), i ® 1,2,*gives 
3.48 Z. + 1) » Z M(a^ )(I.lQ + B). 
i r 1 i » 1 
Subtracting 21 J«(Si)l from both sides of this identity, results in the 
i » 1 
A9. 
equivalent identity, 
3.49 I'l Z M(Mi) ll - 21 ^iSi) Mo] = 0 
'1 = 1 i s 1 / 
Thus condition 1) will be satisfied if 
• i = 1 
It is to be observed that Jq, as defined by equation 3.50, also satisfies 
condition 2), 
The following theorea has be@n established. 
Theorem 3.1. If £(§) is continuous in soae open region of E3, then a 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a 
point satisfying conditions 1) and 2) for arbitrary point-
fflass distributions is that F(£) b© given by the ecjiation 
3.51 + 
where S is an arbitrary constant dyadic, and B is an 
arbitrary constant vector. In this case the center of 
gravity may be taken as 
3.52 
' z; «(ii) 
i s 1 
D, Arbitraiy Mass DistriUitions in 
It has been shown that if conditions 1) and 2) alor^  with the stated 
50 
eontiiiuitj conditions ar® to b@ satisfied for arbitraiy asass distribution, 
then £ mist b@ given by equation 3.51. It is next shown that if F is given 
trjr 3.51 then these conditions ar© satisfied, Th© stated continuity conditions 
are clearly satisfied. Condition 1) is checked by substituting F{R) from 
©£|uation 3.51 into aqfuation 3.1, and "ttien establishing the identity that 
results. This identity is 
3.53 21 M(Si)C5*Si*'S) t f D(R) a-^B)dv s(z M{Ri) + f D(R)dv) (A.R fj). 
i « i  Jv i  =  l  J v  '  
This identity is equivalent to 
3.54 A, ty^ D(S)dvjl.&, 
or 
_ / 2. M(£I)SI t /D(R)adT» 
3.55 A j So ^2: M(Si) c fnigiir J ' 
\ i s 1 J 
Thus if 
3.56 • 1 * ,3- y » 
 ^M{Ri) + / D(S)dv 
i « 1  ^ -/f 
then conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied for arbitrary A, and B. 
This OTJapletes the proof of the following theorem. 
51 
Theorm 3.2 If F{S} is contiiaaous in some open region of E3, "Uien a 
necessaiy and sufficient condition that there exist a 
point ©atlsiying conditions 1) and 2) for arbitraiy aass 
distribution is that f(^ ) be given by the equation 
3.57 
where A Is  aft arbit»ry constant dyadic, and B an 
arbitrary constant vector. In this case the center of 
gravity may be taken as 
Z t f D(l)idv 
3.5a R « i » 1 JV 
Z M(Si) t f D(l)dv 
i * 1 -'V 
If A is a scalar K tiaes the idesafactor, then equation 3.57 
takes a form 
3.59 I(R) « KS tS, 
and, if in this ©cpation J is replaced by R - jB/K, then 
3.60 |:»(R)«KS, 
where I'(R) ® KS - f-). 
K 
This shows that the force field given by 3.59 is central with source 
at -B/I. 
If 1 S 0, the force field is a constant pai^ llel field. Hcwever, this 
is not the only parallel field that can be obtained from tiiis rattier 
general clas® of fields. In f^ ct, if ^  j< 0, ^ en ?(§) is a parallel 
52, 
field, if and onlj if. 
3.61 5 0. 
Is an eseampl®, this equation is satisfied for 
3.62 M • (Bi, B2, B3), 
and 
3.63 
On th® otti@r hand, suppose » 1, but otherwise * 0, and 
suppose I s 2^ . Then 
On th@ lin® I * Z " C), the forces are central, but in the plane X « 0, 
the forces are parallel. 
Thus, it is seen that force fields which admit of a center of gravity 
in the seiase of this chapter include parallel fields, central fields, and 
fields that are neither parallel nor central. 
3.64 m ' Ex* <• 22-
53 
I¥, SUIMkRI 
In Chapter II it w«s proved (by a method outlined by Aczel and Fenyii) 
thftt, if F is a force field which satisfies the stated continuity condi­
tions, and for which there exists a center of gravity satisfying conditions, 
i), ii), and iii), then P{5) is one of the four typesi 
4.1 £(g) » , CI, 
4.2 (^B) - B(^ , |), on, 
4.3 £(S) = (Cl 02 O3), PI, 
or 
^•4 £(1) * I (D^, Dg, D3), PII. 
Conversely it was proved that, if ^  is one of these four types, then it 
satisfies the stated ccaitinuity conditions and there exists a center of 
gravity which satisfies conditions i), ii), arxi iii). Of these four types, 
01 and PI are the only ones that satisfy conditions 1) and 2) along with 
the desired continuity conditioos of Chapter III, 
In Chapter III it was proved that, is a force field (continuous 
in scffl© open region of E^ ) for which there exists a center of gravity 
satisfying conditions 1) and 2), then F(R) is of the form 
.^5 Gi 
and conTersely. For convenienc©, this case is designated by G-j^ , If 
I" is a scalar A times the idemfactor and if the origin is translated by 
replacing ^  J - ^ A, then the form 
4.6 |:(^ ) « Ag. CI. 
M@xt, if A « 0, and ^  (Cj* 02* C^ ), is 
4.7 KS) = (G^, Cg, C^). 
This shows that CI and PI ar@ special cases of Gj^ . However, it is clear 
that there are no other special cases of Gj^  which satisfy conditions 
i), ii), and iii), for GI and PI are the <aily functions that remain bounded 
aEd still satisfy these last conditions, 
A center of gravil^ y is now defined in a third way. A force field is 
said to admit of a center of gravity in this third sense if, for an 
arbitrary sass distribution, there exists a point called the center of 
gwvity for which the following four conditions are satisfied, 
a) The forces acting on a mass system have as a resultant the force 
which would act on a particle placed at the center of gravity, if this 
particle had a mss equal to the total B»SS of the system. 
b) The center of gravity stays fixed in a saass system as the system 
undergoes arblta?aiy rigid body tramlations and rotations, 
c) 1 »ss system, if thou^ t of as rigid, has no tendenqy to rotate 
about its center of gravity. 
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d) ©ie center of gravity of two point laass-particles lies on th© 
lln® joining the particles. 
The following theoreia has been proved. 
Theorem 4»1 If ^  satisfies the continuity conditions stated in Chapter 
III, then a necessary and sufficient condition that ttiere 
exist a point satisfying conditions a), b), c) and d) is 
that Id) be 
4.8 1(H) - +• i, 
where 1 is an arbitrary scalar, and g is an arbitrary vector, 
la this case the center of gravity is 
:z + f 
4.9 Mq s 1 " 1 . , 
2: M(^ ) f r D(R)dv 
i a 1 h 
In order to prove that the condition d) and the stringent continuity 
conditions of this theorem can be elimimted, a mass system consisting 
of two identical particles located at the points is now 
considered. As previously demons tinted, if this mass syst«a is to 
satisfy condition b) above, then »ust be given by 
4.10 <• = 2 Si. 
2 2 
Next, £ is taken a® 
4.U i:(S)®A«<rS. 
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It is desired to find conditions on A and that will allow condition 
c) to b© satisfied. This condition requires that 
4.12 t i) X% t (I'^ i • B) X 2Ri S 2A' (| Ii * S) X  
Subtmcting 31X^ 3^  from both sides shows that the identity 4.12 is 
#c|uivalent to 
Hence it has been shown that, if condition C) is to be satisfied for this 
Bass systm, then 
4.15 I'll " 
where A is a scalar, ait if 
then, as shown earlier, condition c) is satisfied for arbitrary mass 
distrilMtions, 
4.13 (A-Ii) X t 4(A .Ri) X fti 5 I (A tSl) > 
In turn, this is equiwlent to 
4.14 X ® 0. 
4.16 f(R) « + i, 
and, if 
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This result along with Theorem 3.2 establishes the following 
th@or«. 
Theorem 4.»2, If F(§) is contiraious in som© open interval of Eo, then a 
necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a point 
which satisfies conditions a), b), and c) is that P(jg) be 
given by the equation 
.^18 
4.19 
I(S) « M t I, 
where A is an arbitrary scalar and ^  is an arbitrary 
vector. In this case the center of gmvity maybe chosen as 
So 
Z \ fD{R)Rd's 
i g 1  ^
M(ii) t J^ D(R)dv 
i » 1 
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